North Richmond Scout Group
Hikes Away Staged Activity Badge challenge
Your half term challenge is to get a Hikes Away Staged Activity Badge.
You need to be properly equipped:





Wear sensible shoes
Put on clothes that are suitable for the weather and being sporty
If sunny – think about sun cream
Carry a little rucksack containing:
o a spare jumper (or cagoule if it looks rainy),
o a water bottle
o a snack
o a small first aid kit
o a pencil
o a print-out of this treasure hunt
o if you have one, a small kite
o if you have one, a compass.

Find an adult who wants to go with you!
Make sure that you have enough time - the trail and activities suggested along the way will
probably take you 2-3 hours.
Can you match all of the images on the next pages with the things that you see and cross
them off with your pencil? Hint: the photos have been split up into sections so you will
know when to look for them!
Happy hunting
Mowgli (assisted by Cub Lucy and Beaver Sam)
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Section 1: Cambrian gate to the kite flying zone. Did you bring a compass? Head through the
undergrowth and head due south until you get into the wide-open space.

Time for an activity: Did you bring a kite? Can you make it fly? Here is a good open spot to
have a go …
Section 2: Head from the Kite flying field, keeping Conduit Wood to your left. Crossing the
cycle and car roads in the direction of Sidmouth Woods to join the top of the path down the
hill to Pen Ponds.
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Section 3: Enjoy running down the hill towards Pen Ponds! Walk through the path between
the ponds. How many different birds can you spot? Any animal babies??

Time for an activity: Can you skim stones in Pen Ponds? How many jumps can you make
your flat stone leap before it sinks? Watch out for birds – don’t throw stones near any
wildlife.
Section 4: Turn left at the end of the path between the ponds and follow the bank of the
smallest pond towards Queens Ride. Head due north to join Queen’s Ride at the junction of
the Saw Pit Plantation.
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Section 5: Enjoy the amazing vistas of Queen’s Ride as you climb the hill towards Richmond
Gate.

Time for an activity: Fabulous den building area near the top of the hill. Get stuck in.
Section 6: Great job – you are nearly there. Plain sailing from here! Join the main Sawyers
Hill road at the top of Queen’s Ride and hike towards the finish line at Richmond Gate.

Section 7: The final stage – Well done. You made it to Richmond Gate and the end of the
North Richmond trail. Time to head for home!

Get your parents to email the leaders to let us know what you’ve done
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